Agenda – Iris User Group Meeting
13 and 14 September 2016 in Cologne

Tuesday from 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

- Welcome [Director of DIMDI]
- Introduction round [all participants]
- General Information from the Iris Institute
  - Status of Iris Institute
  - List of questions
  - etc.
- Implementation issues [all participants]
  - Short presentation of the user experience and plans with Iris
  - Test results by user (e.g. Iris Version 5)

Wednesday from 09:00 am to 4:00 pm

- Decision tables/Multiple cause table
  - Underlying cause tables: Updates for 2017
  - Multiple cause table
- New Iris Version 5.3.3
  - MUSE module and MUSE flags
  - New Iris feature
  - Version 5 schedule
- Short feedback development paper
- Transfer dictionary and standardization from version 4 to version 5
- NonConsistentIcdCodes (NCIC) table – Meta data format
- Other user topics [all participants]